
 

Session 2: Hard Times (1:1-18)

1. GREETING AND ADDRESS (1:1)

• The letter’s inspired author is James, a brother of Jesus.
• Humbly, he labels himself a common “servant (Grk: doulos) of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ.”
• Recipients of the letter are the Jewish Christians (2:1) scattered (Grk: diaspora) throughout Palestine 

and the Mediterranean because of persecution.
• The letter is dated 45-50 AD, one of the earliest books of the New Testament (if not THE earliest).

2. TRIALS (1:2-4)
• JOY (chara) = joy in who the Lord is and what the Lord accomplishes.
• TRIALS (peirasmos) = hard times or ordeals allowed or even sent by God to test our faith.  The 

word occurs 21 times in the New Testament.  Trials are not necessarily the result of evil or 
immorality.  Examples: Job, Elijah (1 Kings 19:4), or John on Patmos.  Note that the Greek word, 
peirasmos, can be translated as a trial or a temptation depending on the context.  It is translated as 
trial here and as temptation in vss. 13-14.

• WHENEVER assumes we will all experience trials at some time.  The Jewish Christians here were 
under a trial of relocation and persecution.

• The purpose of trials is to TEST (dokimos) our FAITH (pistis).  The word means to refine or prove 
as pure – as with metals that have impurities removed.  Hard times move us to search our hearts and 
attitudes, what we believe, what matters most, and our trusting relationship with God.

• Trials produce PERSEVERANCE (hupomone), literally, 
remaining strong under a burden or cross.  The word for 
DEVELOPS (katergazomai) means to produce a product by 
forging, hammering out, or exerting pressure as in forging a tool.

• Perseverance in turn is meant (purposed) to make us MATURE 
(teleios) and COMPLETE (olokleros) or undivided, NOT 
LACKING (leipo) anything, that is, having everything we need to 
face trials victoriously.



• Crucial in hard times are the following questions:
o Perspective (How does this look from the Godward side?)
o Production (What virtue, strength, or asset is God producing in me?)
o Proving (How is God testing and refining me?)
o Process (How is God changing me over time?)

3. WISDOM (1:5-8)

• WISDOM (sophia) = Scriptural knowledge and understanding applied to life.  Note that wisdom 
here is a result of prayer and of God’s generous grace.  It is given.  Wisdom is a spiritual gift (1 Cor. 
12:8). 

• The prayer for wisdom, here in the face of trial, must be offered in faith.  The opposite of faith here 
is “doubt” which is driven by double-mindedness or instability.  James uses the image of a wind-
tossed wave to visualize instability.  

4. VULNERABILITY (1:9-11)

Humble Christians with little material wealth have an edge where adversity is concerned.  They will 
not rely on their wealth to get them through.  James offers a warning here that the wealth of the rich 
is about as secure as a plant susceptible to the hot desert wind.  The rich will do better to trust in God 
for the eternal things only God provides.

5. THE VICTORY OF THOSE WHO PERSEVERE (1:12)

• Echoing Jesus’ beatitudes in Matthew 5, James calls those who persevere 
through trial and testing of their faith BLESSED (makarios).  Their 
blessedness is in the CROWN (stephanos) of life” that awaits them.

• Note that the Christian’s perseverance under trial and the accompanying 
victory are placed in the context of a relationship of LOVE (agape) with 
the Lord.

6. TEMPTATION (1:13-15)

• The word for being TEMPTED here is the same word (peirasmos) translated TRIAL in the verses 
above.  Here it is not the hard time sent or allowed by God but rather temptation, an enticement to 
evil with the promise of pleasure or gain.  The source of temptation is not God but the devil with the 
goals of sin and death.

• Four facts concerning temptation emerge in these verses:
o Temptation is inevitable (“when…”)
o God cannot be tempted to evil, and God does not tempt to evil (1 John 1:5).  Jesus was 

tempted according to His human nature (Hebrews 4:15).
o Temptation is an individual enterprise between the devil or devils and each individual 

Christian (“each one is tempted when by his own evil desire…”).
o Temptation follows the same pattern:

1. The bait is dropped.
2. Desire is aroused (In many cases we have yet to sin).
3. The bait is taken.  We sin.
4. Sin yields its consequences.



• To counteract temptation:
o Engage the memorized Word (Psalm 119:11; Matthew 4:1-11).
o Remember your relationships with God and others (Genesis 39:8-9).
o Weigh the consequences (Hebrews 11:24-25, “the passing pleasures of sin”).
o Avoid it (Genesis 39:10-12; Romans 6:13).

7. AFFIRMING THE GOODNESS OF GOD (1:16-18)

• Whether facing trials or temptations, God’s goodness, 
power, and love shouldn’t come into question.

• These truths remain about God – crucial to know when 
we’re tested and tempted:

o Everything good in my life has its source in 
God.  “Goodness” is defined by God.

o In God there is no darkness, only light 
(1 John 1:5).

o God does not change.
o My life has its source in God.
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